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Who Was Isaac Newton
Every human is born with multifarious potential. Why, then, do parents, schools
and employers insist that we restrict our many talents and interests; that we
'specialise' in just one? We've been sold a myth, that to 'specialise' is the only
way to pursue truth, identity, or even a livelihood. Yet specialisation is nothing but
an outdated system that fosters ignorance, exploitation and disillusionment and
thwarts creativity, opportunity and progress. Following a series of exchanges with
the world’s greatest historians, futurists, philosophers and scientists, Waqas
Ahmed has weaved together a narrative of history and a vision for the future that
seeks to disrupt this prevailing system of unwarranted ‘hyper-specialisation.’ In
The Polymath, Waqas shows us that there is another way of thinking and being.
Through an approach that is both philosophical and practical, he sets out a
cognitive journey towards reclaiming your innate polymathic state. Going further,
he proposes nothing less than a cultural revolution in our education and
professional structures, whereby everyone is encouraged to express themselves
in multiple ways and fulfil their many-sided potential. Not only does this enhance
individual fulfilment, but in doing so, facilitates a conscious and creative society
that is both highly motivated and well equipped to address the complexity of 21st
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century challenges.
The System of the World Isaac Newton The System of the World Observing the
Heavens It was the ancient opinion of not a few, in the earliest ages of
philosophy, that the fixed stars stood immoveable in the highest parts of the
world; that, under the fixed stars the planets were carried about the sun; that the
earth, us one of the planets, described an annual course about the sun, while by
a diurnal motion it was in the mean time revolved about its own axis; and that the
sun, as the common fire which served to warm the whole, was fixed in the centre
of the universe. This was the philosophy taught of old by Philolaus, Aristarchus of
Samos, Plato in his riper years, and the whole sect of the Pythagoreans; and this
was the judgment of Anaximander, more ancient than any of them; and of that
wise king of the Romans, Numa Pompilius, who, as a symbol of the figure of the
world with the sun in the centre, erected a temple in honour of Vesta, of a round
form, and ordained perpetual fire to be kept in the middle of it. The Egyptians
were early observers of the heavens; and from them, probably, this philosophy
was spread abroad among other nations; for from them it was, and the nations
about them, that the Greeks, a people of themselves more addicted to the study
of philology than of nature, derived their first, as well as soundest, notions of
philosophy ; and in the vestal ceremonies we may yet trace the ancient spirit of
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the Egyptians; for it was their way to deliver their mysteries, that is, their
philosophy of things above the vulgar way of thinking, under the veil of religious
rites and hieroglyphic symbols.
Explores the life and achievements of the seventeenth-century English physicist
and mathematician, from his early years and education to his scientific
breakthroughs in mathematics, physics, and light refraction.
Newton’s heretical yet equation-incisive writings on theology, spirituality,
alchemy, and prophecy, written in secret alongside his Principia Mathematica •
Shows how Newton’s brilliance extended far beyond math and science into
alchemy, spirituality, prophecy, and the search for lost continents such as Atlantis
• Explains how he was seeking to rediscover the one true religion that existed
prior to the Flood of Noah, when science and spirituality were one • Examines
Newton’s alternate timeline of prehistory and his study of prophecy through the
Book of Revelations, including his prediction of Apocalypse in the year 2060
Isaac Newton (1643-1727) is still regarded by the world as the greatest scientist
who ever lived. He invented calculus, discovered the binomial theorem, explained
the rainbow, built the first reflecting telescope, and explained the force of gravity.
In his famous masterpiece, Principia Mathematica, he described the mechanics
of the physical universe with unimagined precision, proving the cosmos was put
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together according to laws. The perfection of these laws implied a perfect
legislator. To Newton, they were proof that God existed. At the same time
Newton was writing Principia Mathematica, he was writing a twin volume that he
might have called, had it been completed, Principia Theologia--Principles of
Theology. This other masterpiece of Newton, kept secret because of the heresies
it contained, consists of thousands of essays providing equation-incisive answers
to the spiritual questions that have plagued mankind through the ages.
Examining Newton’s secret writings, John Chambers shows how his brilliance
extended into alchemy, spirituality, the search for lost continents such as Atlantis,
and a quest to uncover the “corrupted texts” that were rife in the Bibles of his
time. Although he was a devout Christian, Newton’s work on the Bible was
focused not on restoring the original Jewish and Christian texts but on
rediscovering the one true religion that existed prior to the Flood of Noah, when
science and spirituality were one. The author shows that a single thread runs
through Newton’s metaphysical explorations: He is attempting to chart the
descent of man’s soul from perfection to the present day. The author also
examines Newton’s alternate timeline of ancient history and his study of
prophecy through the Book of Revelations, including his prediction of an
Apocalypse in the year 2060 followed by a radically transformed world. He shows
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that Newton’s great hope was that these writings would provide a moral
compass for humanity as it embarked upon the great enterprise that became our
technological world.
Ptolemy -- Copernicus -- Tycho Brahe -- Galileo --Kepler -- Isaac Newton -Flamsteed -- Halley --Bradley -- William Herschel -- Laplace -- Brinkley --John
Herschel -- The Earl of Rosse -- Airy -- Hamilton -- Le Verrier -- Adams.
This richly detailed 1981 biography captures both the personal life and the
scientific career of Isaac Newton, presenting a fully rounded picture of Newton
the man, the scientist, the philosopher, the theologian, and the public figure.
Professor Westfall treats all aspects of Newton's career, but his account centres
on a full description of Newton's achievements in science. Thus the core of the
work describes the development of the calculus, the experimentation that altered
the direction of the science of optics, and especially the investigations in celestial
dynamics that led to the law of universal gravitation.
Shedding new light on the intellectual context of Newton's scientific thought, this
book explores the development of his mathematical philosophy, rational
mechanics, and celestial dynamics. An appendix includes the last paper written
by Newton biographer Richard S. Westfall.
A blunt and humorous profile of Isaac Newton focusing on his disagreeable personality
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and showing that his offputting qualities were key to his scientific breakthroughs. Isaac
Newton may have been the most important scientist in history, but he was a very
difficult man. Put more bluntly, he was an asshole, an SOB, or whatever epithet best
describes an abrasive egomaniac. In this colorful profile of the great man--warts and
all--astronomer Florian Freistetter shows why this damning assessment is inescapable.
Newton's hatred of fellow scientist Robert Hooke knew no bounds and he was strident
in expressing it. He stole the work of colleague John Flamsteed, ruining his career
without a second thought. He carried on a venomous battle with Gottfried Wilhelm
Leibniz over the invention of calculus, vilifying him anonymously while the German
scientist was alive and continuing the attacks after he died. All evidence indicates that
Newton was conniving, sneaky, resentful, secretive, and antisocial. Compounding the
mystery of his strange character is that he was also a religious fanatic, a mysterymonger who spent years studying the Bible and predicted the apocalypse. While
documenting all of these unusual traits, the author makes a convincing case that
Newton would have never revolutionized physics if he hadn't been just such an
obnoxious person. This is a fascinating character study of an astounding genius and--if
truth be told--an almighty asshole as well.
I consider philosophy rather than arts and write not concerning manual but natural
powers, and consider chiefly those things which relate to gravity, levity, elastic force,
the resistance of fluids, and the like forces, whether attractive or impulsive; and
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therefore I offer this work as the mathematical principles of philosophy.In the third book
I give an example of this in the explication of the System of the World. I derive from
celestial phenomena the forces of gravity with which bodies tend to the sun and other
planets.
Isaac Newton was accorded a semi-divine status in the 18th and 19th centuries,
whereby his image linked together religion and science. The real human being behind
the demi-god image has tended to be lost. He was a person who took credit from
others, and crushed the reputations of those to whom he owed most. This most brilliant
of mathematicians could alas be devious, deceptive and duplicitous. This work doesn't
go looking at unpublished alchemical musings as is nowadays fashionable, rather it
sticks to the historical record. At the time when the new science was born, we scrutinize
the ways in which he failed to discover the law of gravity or invent calculus. What
exactly did Leibniz mean by describing him as 'a mind neither fair nor honest'? Why did
Robert Hooke describe him as 'the veriest knave in all the house' and why was the
astronomer Flamsteed calling him SIN (Sir Isaac Newton)?We are here concerned to
give him credit for what he did discover, which may not be quite what you had been
told. This book redefines the genius of Isaac Newton, but without the heavily
mythologised baggage of a bygone era. He believed in one God, one law and one
bank.
After Sir Isaac Newton revealed his discovery that white light was compounded of more
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basic colored rays, he was hailed as a genius and became an instant international
celebrity. An interdisciplinary enthusiast and intellectual giant in a number of disciplines,
Newton published revolutionary, field-defining works that reached across the scientific
spectrum, including the Principia Mathematica and Opticks. His renown opened doors
for him throughout his career, ushering him into prestigious positions at Cambridge, the
Royal Mint, and the Royal Society. And yet, alongside his public success, Newton
harbored religious beliefs that set him at odds with law and society, and, if revealed,
threatened not just his livelihood but his life. Religion and faith dominated much of
Newton's life and work. His papers, never made available to the public, were filled with
biblical speculation and timelines along with passages that excoriated the early Church
fathers. Indeed, his radical theological leanings rendered him a heretic, according to the
doctrines of the Anglican Church. Newton believed that the central concept of the
Trinity was a diabolical fraud and loathed the idolatry, cruelty, and persecution that had
come to define religion in his time. Instead, he proposed a "simple Christianity"--a faith
that would center on a few core beliefs and celebrate diversity in religious thinking and
practice. An utterly original but obsessively private religious thinker, Newton composed
several of the most daring works of any writer of the early modern period, works which
he and his inheritors suppressed and which have been largely inaccessible for
centuries. In Priest of Nature, historian Rob Iliffe introduces readers to Newton the
religious animal, deepening our understanding of the relationship between faith and
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science at a formative moment in history and thought. Previous scholars and
biographers have generally underestimated the range and complexity of Newton's
religious writings, but Iliffe shows how wide-ranging his observations and interests
were, spanning the entirety of Christian history from Creation to the Apocalypse. Iliffe's
book allows readers to fully engage in the theological discussion that dominated
Newton's age. A vibrant biography of one of history's towering scientific figures, Priest
of Nature is the definitive work on the spiritual views of the man who fundamentally
changed how we look at the universe.
Isaac Newton is one of the greatest scientists in history, yet the spectrum of his
interests was much broader than that of most contemporary scientists. In fact, Newton
would have defined himself not as a scientist, but as a natural philosopher. He was
deeply involved in alchemical, religious, and biblical studies, and in the later part of his
life he played a prominent role in British politics, economics, and the promotion of
scientific research. Newton’s pivotal work Philosophiæ Naturalis Principia
Mathematica, which sets out his laws of universal gravitation and motion, is regarded
as one of the most important works in the history of science. Niccolò Guicciardini’s
enlightening biography offers an accessible introduction both to Newton’s celebrated
research in mathematics, optics, mechanics, and astronomy and to how Newton viewed
these scientific fields in relation to his quest for the deepest secrets of the universe,
matter theory and religion. Guicciardini sets Newton the natural philosopher in the
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troubled context of the religious and political debates ongoing during Newton’s life, a
life spanning the English Civil Wars, the Restoration, the Glorious Revolution, and the
Hanoverian succession. Incorporating the latest Newtonian scholarship, this fast-paced
biography broadens our perception of both this iconic figure and the great scientific
revolution of the early modern period.
First time in ebook format, this biography of Isaac Newton reveals the extraordinary
influence that the study of alchemy had on the greatest Early Modern scientific
discoveries. In this ‘ground breaking biography’ Michael White destroys the myths of
the life of Isaac Newton and reveals a portrait of the scientist as the last sorcerer.
When Isaac Newton died in 1727 without a will, he left behind a wealth of papers that,
when examined, gave his followers and his family a deep sense of unease. Some of
what they contained was wildly heretical and alchemically obsessed, hinting at a
Newton altogether stranger and less palatable than the one enshrined in Westminster
Abbey as the paragon of English rationality. These manuscripts had the potential to
undermine not merely Newton's reputation, but that of the scientific method he
embodied. They were immediately suppressed as "unfit to be printed," and, aside from
brief, troubling glimpses spread across centuries, the papers would remain hidden from
sight for more than seven generations. In The Newton Papers, Sarah Dry illuminates
the tangled history of these private writings over the course of nearly three hundred
years, from the long span of Newton's own life into the present day. The writings, on
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subjects ranging from secret alchemical formulas to impassioned rejections of the Holy
Trinity, would eventually come to light as they moved through the hands of relatives,
collectors, and scholars. The story of their disappearance, dispersal, and rediscovery is
populated by a diverse cast of characters who pursued and possessed the papers, from
economist John Maynard Keynes to controversial Jewish Biblical scholar Abraham
Yahuda. Dry's captivating narrative moves between these varied personalities,
depicting how, as they chased the image of Newton through the thickets of his various
obsessions, these men became obsessed themselves with the allure of defining the
"true" Newton. Dry skillfully accounts for the ways with which Newton's pursuers have
approached his papers over centuries. Ultimately, The Newton Papers shows how
Newton has been made and re-made throughout history by those seeking to reconcile
the cosmic contradictions of an extraordinarily complex man.

Isaac Newton was indisputably one of the greatest scientists in history. His
achievements in mathematics and physics marked the culmination of the
movement that brought modern science into being. Richard Westfall's biography
captures in engaging detail both his private life and scientific career, presenting a
complex picture of Newton the man, and as scientist, philosopher, theologian,
alchemist, public figure, President of the Royal Society, and Warden of the Royal
Mint. An abridged version of his magisterial study Never at Rest (Cambridge,
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1980), this concise biography makes Westfall's highly acclaimed portrait of
Newton newly accessible to general readers.
A colorfully illustrated, pocket-size picture book biography of mathematician and
physicist Isaac Newton. Best known for "discovering gravity" and formulating the
laws of motion, Isaac Newton is often hailed as one of the most influential
physicists of all time. From the apple incident that lead to his famous
mathematical description of gravity, to the invention of the first reflecting
telescope, and beyond, follow this extraordinary man's life and accomplishments.
Pocket Bios are full of personality, introducing readers to fascinating figures from
history with simple storytelling and cheerful illustrations. Titles include men and
women from history, exploration, the sciences, the arts, the ancient world, and
more.
Emphasizing the childhood of each famous individual, the books in this series
blend personal diaries, school reports, family photographs, and primary quotes to
create a scrapbook-style layout which gives a close-up look at some of the most
influential people of all time.
Highlights the life and career of the genius physicist, discussing his childhood
years, his time at Cambridge, and his landmark book, known as the "Principia."
In this original, sweeping, and intimate biography, Gleick moves between a
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comprehensive historical portrait and a dramatic focus on Newton's significant
letters and unpublished notebooks to illuminate the real importance of his work.
Isaac Newton's influence on our world is immense. He formulated the theory of
gravity, devised a radical new theory of light and created a calculus that would
revolutionize mathematics. His theory of matter in motion sparked the Industrial
Revolution. But there was far more to Newton even than these great discoveries.
Opening with an informative foreword by the bestselling author of The Body Bill
Bryson, the book is then divided into two parts: a biographical essay that
provides a concise overview of Newton's life, upbringing, education and
achievements; and a Q&A dialogue based on rigorous research and
incorporating Newton's actual spoken or written words whenever possible.
Biographer Michael White brings Newton to life through detailed research and
giving Newton a free voice to tell you about his unorthodox upbringing, his
eminent political career, his bitter feuds with rivals and his secret explorations of
the occult.
Isaac Newton was as strange as he was intelligent. In a few short years, he
made astounding discoveries in physics, astronomy, optics, and mathematics—
yet never told a soul. Though isolated, snobbish, and jealous, he almost singlehandedly changed the course of scientific advancement and ushered in the
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Enlightenment. Newton invented the refracting telescope, explained the motion of
planets and comets, discovered the multicolored nature of light, and created an
entirely new field of mathematical understanding: calculus. The world might have
been a very different place had Netwon's theories and observations not been
coaxed out of him by his colleagues. Isaac Newton and Physics for Kids paints a
rich portrait of this brilliant and complex man, including 21 hands-on projects that
explore the scientific concepts Newton developed and the times in which he
lived. Readers will build a simple waterwheel, create a 17thcentury plague mask,
track the phases of the moon, and test Newton's Three Laws of Motion using
coins, a skateboard, and a model boat they construct themselves. The text
includes a time line, online resources, and reading list for further study. And
through it all, readers will learn how the son of a Woolsthorpe sheep farmer grew
to become the most influential physicist in history.
An analysis of Newton's mathematical work, from early discoveries to mature reflections, and a
discussion of Newton's views on the role and nature of mathematics. Historians of
mathematics have devoted considerable attention to Isaac Newton's work on algebra, series,
fluxions, quadratures, and geometry. In Isaac Newton on Mathematical Certainty and Method,
Niccolò Guicciardini examines a critical aspect of Newton's work that has not been tightly
connected to Newton's actual practice: his philosophy of mathematics. Newton aimed to inject
certainty into natural philosophy by deploying mathematical reasoning (titling his main work
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The Mathematical Principles of Natural Philosophy most probably to highlight a stark contrast
to Descartes's Principles of Philosophy). To that end he paid concerted attention to method,
particularly in relation to the issue of certainty, participating in contemporary debates on the
subject and elaborating his own answers. Guicciardini shows how Newton carefully positioned
himself against two giants in the “common” and “new” analysis, Descartes and Leibniz.
Although his work was in many ways disconnected from the traditions of Greek geometry,
Newton portrayed himself as antiquity's legitimate heir, thereby distancing himself from the
moderns. Guicciardini reconstructs Newton's own method by extracting it from his concrete
practice and not solely by examining his broader statements about such matters. He examines
the full range of Newton's works, from his early treatises on series and fluxions to the late
writings, which were produced in direct opposition to Leibniz. The complex interactions
between Newton's understanding of method and his mathematical work then reveal
themselves through Guicciardini's careful analysis of selected examples. Isaac Newton on
Mathematical Certainty and Method uncovers what mathematics was for Newton, and what
being a mathematician meant to him.
In 1665, when an epidemic of the plague forced Cambridge University to close, Isaac Newton,
then a young, undistinguished scholar, returned to his childhood home in rural England. Away
from his colleagues and professors, Newton embarked on one of the greatest intellectual
odysseys in the history of science: he began to formulate the law of universal gravitation,
developed the calculus, and made revolutionary discoveries about the nature of light. After his
return to Cambridge, Newton's genius was quickly recognized and his reputation forever
established. This biography also allows us to see the personal side of Newton, whose life away
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from science was equally fascinating. Quarrelsome, quirky, and not above using his position to
silence critics and further his own career, he was an authentic genius with all too human faults.
Already famous throughout Europe for his theories of planetary motion and gravity, Isaac
Newton decided to take on the job of running the Royal Mint. And there, Newton became
drawn into a battle with William Chaloner, the most skilful of counterfeiters, a man who not only
got away with faking His Majesty's coins (a crime that the law equated with treason), but was
trying to take over the Mint itself. But Chaloner had no idea who he was taking on. Newton
pursued his enemy with the cold, implacable logic that he brought to his scientific research. Set
against the backdrop of early eighteenth-century London with its sewers running down the
middle of the streets, its fetid rivers, its packed houses, smoke and fog, its industries and its
great port, this dark tale of obsession and revenge transforms our image of Britain's greatest
scientist.
* * *Download for FREE on Kindle Unlimited + Free BONUS Inside!* * * Read On Your
Computer, MAC, Smartphone, Kindle Reader, iPad, or Tablet. Isaac Newton
Kindle MatchBook - Buy the print version and get the Kindle book free! Isaac Newton is one of
the chief architects of our world, the man whose life marked the definitive transition from the
Dark Ages to the modern scientific era. His laws of motion and gravity laid the foundations for
the entire discipline of physics, and his work on optics, color, thermodynamics, and the speed
of sound greatly advanced their respective fields. Along the way, he co-invented calculus and
built the first useful reflecting telescope. Yet this towering genius was also all too human, prone
to lashing out at rivals, paranoia, and even nervous breakdowns. He secretly worked with
alchemy and the occult even as his public experiments swept away the mysticism of the
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medieval age. In this compact, highly readable biography, Alexander Kennedy chronicles
Newton in all his paradoxical glory: his insights along with his superstitions, his stinginess and
cruelty along with his great gifts to the human race. As Kennedy describes Newton's
penetrating experiments into the physical world, the reader comes to understand why
Alexander Pope once wrote of this Father of Modern Science: "Nature and Nature's laws lay
hid in night/ God said, 'Let Newton be!' and all was light..." "I do not know what I may appear to
the world, but to myself I seem to have been only like a boy playing on the seashore, and
diverting myself in now and then finding a smoother pebble or a prettier shell than ordinary,
whilst the great ocean of truth lay all undiscovered before me." - Isaac Newton Buy Now to
Discover: The wager that led to the most important book in scientific history. Concise, layman's
explanations of Newton's scientific breakthroughs. How the Great Plague of 1665 contributed
to the theory of universal gravitation. The truth behind Newton's troubled personal life and
nervous breakdowns. Newton's obsessive search for the alchemical "philosopher's stone."
Newton's friendship with pioneering astronomer Edmond Halley. The lasting legacy of
Newton's writings. Buy Now and Read the True Story of Isaac Newton Thank you in advance
for buying our book. We know you'll love it!
Regarded as the most influential scientist of all time, Isaac Newton made amazing strides in
both physics and mathematics. From formulating the laws of motion and universal gravitation
to building the first reflecting telescope, Newton was the scientific revolutionist of his time. This
title includes primary sources, sidebars, prompts and activities, charts and graphs, and much
more. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Core Library is
an imprint of Abdo Publishing Company.
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A biography of the seventeenth-century English scientist who developed the theory of gravity,
discovered the secrets of light and color, and formulated the system of calculus.
Who was Isaac Newton?Penguin
GENERAL CONTENTSPrefaceHistory of the subject before the appearance of Newton's
"Principia"Extracts from Newton's Principia and "System of the World"Biographical sketch of
NewtonBouguer's "The Figure of the Earth"Biographical sketch of BouguerThe Bertier
controversyAccount of Maskelyne's experiments on ScheliallienCavendish's "Experiments to
determine the mean density of the Earth"Biographical sketch of CavendishHistorical account of
the experiments made since the time of CavendishTable of results of
experimentsBibliographyIndex
A surprising true story of Isaac Newton’s boyhood suggests an intellectual development owing
as much to magic as science. Before Isaac Newton became the father of physics, an
accomplished mathematician, or a leader of the scientific revolution, he was a boy living in an
apothecary’s house, observing and experimenting, recording his observations of the world in a
tiny notebook. As a young genius living in a time before science as we know it existed, Isaac
studied the few books he could get his hands on, built handmade machines, and experimented
with alchemy—a process of chemical reactions that seemed, at the time, to be magical. Mary
Losure’s riveting narrative nonfiction account of Isaac’s early life traces his development as a
thinker from his childhood, in friendly prose that will capture the attention of today’s budding
scientists—as if by magic. Back matter includes an afterword, an author’s note, source notes,
and a bibliography.
Isaac Newton is considered one of the most important scientists in history. Even Albert
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Einstein said that Isaac Newton was the smartest person that ever lived. During his lifetime
Newton developed the theory of gravity, the laws of motion (which became the basis for
physics), a new type of mathematics called calculus, and made breakthroughs in the area of
optics such as the reflecting telescope. In 1687 Newton published his most important work
called the Philosophiae Naturalis Principia Mathematica (which means "Mathematical
principals of Natural Philosophy"). In this work he described the three laws of motion as well as
the law of universal gravity. This work would go down as one of the most important works in
the history of science. It not only introduced the theory of gravity, but defined the principals of
modern physics. Read the book to learn more about the surprising story of his life and work. "I
do not know what I may appear to the world, but to myself I seem to have been only like a boy
playing on the seashore, and diverting myself in now and then finding a smoother pebble or a
prettier shell than ordinary, whilst the great ocean of truth lay all undiscovered before me." Isaac Newton Buy Now and Read the True Story of Isaac Newton
The separation from his mother at an early age appears to have left a permanent scar on
young Isaac Newton that seemed to have followed him through the rest of his life. He never
married or had any children and had but a few close friends. He would work frantically for days
on end, seemingly without food or rest, resting only when the creative spirit left him. However,
the work of this ponderous man would have a profound effect on the world as we know it
today. Sir Isaac Newton was an English physicist and mathematician, who was a prominent
figure in the scientific revolution of the seventeenth century. In his study of optic, he discovered
that white light is made up of different colored light. This laid the foundation for the modern field
of physical optics. In the field of mechanics, his three laws of motion are the basis of principles
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of modern physics. This work resulted in the formation of the law of universal gravitation. In the
area of mathematics, he was the original discoverer of the infinitesimal calculus. As the legend
suggests, Newton was struck on the head by an apple and the theory of gravitation popped
into his head - probably not! It was a slow deliberated process of discovery and was eventually
published in his major work Philosophiae Naturalis Principia Mathematica (Mathematical
Principle of Natural Philosophy) in 1687. This work has been deemed one of the most
important works of modern science. Newton led a double life, a scholar during his public hours
and an alchemist and heretic theologian in his private time away from the scrutiny of his peers.
He worked for years in the dark science of alchemy and at his death, had one of the finest
known collections of works on the subject. He wrote over a million words on theology and
religion, yet few of these words were published during his life - his views were just too
controversial for public consumption at that time. Take a brief journey into the life of this most
enigmatic man in the book A Short Biography of the Scientist Sir Isaac Newton. 30 Minute
Book Series Welcome to the first book in the "30 Minute Book Series." Each book in the series
is fast paced, well written, accurate, and covers the story in as much detail as a short book
allows. In less than an hour, you can read or listen to the book - a perfect companion for a
lunch hour or a nice distraction for a train ride home from work. About the Author Doug West is
a retired engineer, small business owner, and an experienced non-fiction writer with several
books to his credit. His writing interests are general, with special expertise in science,
biographies, numismatics, and "How to" topics. Doug has a Ph.D. in General Engineering from
Oklahoma State University.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [397]-410) and index.
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An exploration of how modern Freemasonry enabled Isaac Newton and his like-minded
contemporaries to flourish • Shows that Freemasonry, as a mystical order, was conceived as
something new--an amalgam of alchemy and science that had little to do with operative
Freemasonry • Reveals how Newton and his friends crafted this “speculative,” symbolic
Freemasonry as a model for the future of England • Connects Rosslyn Chapel, Henry Sinclair,
and the Invisible College to Newton and his role in 17th-century Freemasonry Freemasonry, as
a fraternal order of scientists and philosophers, emerged in the 17th century and represented
something new--an amalgam of alchemy and science that allowed the creative genius of Isaac
Newton and his contemporaries to flourish. In Isaac Newton’s Freemasonry, Alain Bauer
presents the swirl of historical, sociological, and religious influences that sparked the spiritual
ferment and transformation of that time. His research shows that Freemasonry represented a
crossroads between science and spirituality and became the vehicle for promoting spiritual and
intellectual egalitarianism. Isaac Newton was seminal in the “invention” of this new form of
Freemasonry, which allowed Newton and other like-minded associates to free themselves of
the church’s monopoly on the intellectual milieu of the time. This form of Freemasonry created
an ideological blueprint that sought to move England beyond the civil wars generated by its
religious conflicts to a society with scientific progress as its foundation and standard. The
“science” of these men was rooted in the Hermetic tradition and included alchemy and even
elements of magic. Yet, in contrast to the endless reinterpretations of church doctrine that
fueled the conflicts ravaging England, this new society of Accepted Freemasons provided an
intellectual haven and creative crucible for scientific and political progress. This book reveals
the connections of Rosslyn Chapel, Henry Sinclair, and the Invisible College to Newton’s role
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in 17th-century Freemasonry and opens unexplored trails into the history of Freemasonry in
Europe.
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